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We study the rate of strong uniform approximation to continuous functions
f( x, Y), 2rr-periodic in each variable, by the rectangular partial sums of their double
Fourier series. As special cases, we deduce strong approximation rates to functions
in the Lipschitz classes Lip(a, {3) and Zygmund classes 2(0:, {3), where a, f3 E: (0,1].
We also obtain the rates of strong uniform approximation to the conjugate func
tions 1'1.0', 1'0.1,. and ]<1.11 by the rectangular partial sums of the correspol!ding
conjugate series. With two exceptions, all rates are shown to bc the best possible.
~I 1990 Academic Pre:~s, Jnc.

L INTRODUCTION

Let lex, y) be a complex-valued [unction, 2n-periodic in each variable
and integrable over the two-dimensional torus (-n:, n] x (-n, n]. We
remind the reader that the double Fourier series of f is defined by

S[f] = I: L cikei{J,-"+kJj, (1.1)

where

j=-oc k=-':;(.

1 j'" jO" !(u, v)e - iiJu + kvl du dL'.
eJk =-4

TC -r. -p;
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(1.2)
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24 MORICZ AND SRI

We consider the symmetric rectangular partial sums

In 11

(f, ,) -" " i(jx-t-ky)Sill" ,X,) - L. L. Cjk e
j=-m k=-n

of series (1.1). It follows from (1.2) that

(m, n=O, 1, ... )

(1.3)

where Dm( u) and DIII v) are the Dirichlet kernels in terms of u and v,
respectively.

For the definition of the three conjugate series S(l,o'[f], S(O,I)[f],
S(I,I)[f] as well as the corresponding conjugate functions PI,O)(X, y),
po. I)(X, y), pl,I)(x, y), we refer to our previous paper [6].

2. MODULI OF CONTINUITY AND SMOOTHNESS

From now on, let f(x, y) be a continuous function, 2n-periodic in each
variable, in symbols fEe 2rr x 2rr'

In the sequel, 61 and 62 denote nonnegative real numbers. The (total)
modulus of continuity of f is defined by

W 1(f, 61 , 62)= sup max If(x+u, y+v)- f(x, y)l,
1111 ";;6,,1"1";; 62 (x. y)

while

WI,x(f,6d=w l(f,b l ,0) and 0h y (f,b 2 )=W I(f,0,b 2 )

are called the partial moduli of continuity. For a, 13 E (0, 1], the Lipschitz
class Lip(a, 13) is defined by

Lip(a, 13) = {f E C2" x 2rr: wl,Af, 6d = IT/ {6n and

wljf, ( 2 )=@{6f}}.

The (total) modulus of symmetric smoothness of f is defined by

w 2(f,b l ,62 )= sup max \<Px.,,(u,v)l,
11I1";;hl,,I,,;;62 (x.)') -

where

<p x, y(u, v) = ~ [f(x + u, y + v) + f( x - u, y + v)

+ f(x+u, y-l')+ f(x-u, y-v)-4f(x, y)J, (2.1)
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and

are called the partial moduli of smoothness. For 1"1., f3 E (0,2], the Zygmund
class Z(iX, f3) is defined by

Z( ,· p')-f!Ee ·r., (f, s: )_/('5;;;0:1andw (rP

;;; j_/r,f;;;li}1:.x, -l 2rrx:?n- UJ 2,x ,VI -C:tuIJ f 2.y./~V2 -LtV] J-

As is known, Lip( iX, fJ) = Z(x, fJ) if max {iX, f3] < 1 and Lip(x, (J) c Z( 'Y, fJ) if
max {ri, fJ} = 1.

Remark 1. Let w denote either w\ or W]. Then, obviously,

max{ wAf, 0\), W)'(f, ( 2 )}:::;; wU, ()I, 15 2 )

:::;; wAf, bd + wyCf, 6] I.

In [8], another modulus of smoothness of! is defined by

sup max 1I!(x+u, .1'+1')+ !(x-u, y-['!-~f(x, .1')1,
lui ,,;6,.lcI ";6, Ix.)')

The deficiency of this definition is that the second inequality in (2.2) is no
longer true if w is replaced by w*. In fact, putting fix, y) = xy we can see
that

while

w].xC(, (1)=w*(f, £>1' 0)=0 and

On the other hand, Definition (2.1) is motivated by the representation

4 j'T[ IT[sm,tCf; x, .1') - fix, y) = 2 <r>x. y{u, v) Dm(u) Dn(v) du dv,
1[ 0 0

which follows from (1.3).

3. MAIN RESULTS: ApPROXIMATION BY FOURIER SERIES

Let }', <5 > - 1 be real numbers. We shall consider the Cesaro means
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of series (1.1), where

MORICZ AND SRI

A)' = (I' + 111) = (I' + 111)( 'Y + 111 - 1) ... h' + 1)
m 111 111!

for 111 = 1, 2, ... and A~l = 1 for 111 = O.
The strong approximation operator H;~n(f, p) is defined by

where p > O. By Holder's inequality, H;~n(f, p, x, y) is nondecreasing in p,
and for p = 1 clearly

:r~~n(f) = 1(J~~n(f, x, y) - j(x, y)1 ~ H~~)f, 1, x, y). (3.1)

Denote by Emn(f) the best uniform approximation to j by two-dimen
sional trigonometric polynomials tmn(x, y) of degree ~ 111 with respect to x
and of degree ~ n with respect to y,

Emn(f) = inf IltmnCx, y)- j(x, y)ll,
{tmn }

where 11·11 is the usual maximum norm II ·11 Clnx" henceforth.
The following theorem is an extension of a theorem by the second named

author [7J (see also [5J) from one-dimensional to two-dimensional
Fourier series.

THEOREM 1. If j E C2" x 2" and y, 15, p > 0, then

(3.2)

The particular case 'Y = 15 = 1 was announced by Gogoladze [1].
We refer to the extension of the classical Jackson theorem to continuous

functions in two variables.

PROPOSITION 1. Ifj E C 2n x 2n' then

Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 yield the following.
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COROLLARY 1. Iff E Z(a., fJ), ct, fJ E (0, 1], and ;', 8, p> 0, then
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(3.4 )

(C' Lm~ 1)~+ (n; 1)il}
if a.p < 1 and f3p < L

(C { [log(m + 2)] 1 I' + 1 }
(m+l)I'p (n+1)/1

if ap= 1 and pp< 1,

(C { [log( m + 1)] 1 P + [log(n + 1) ]Cp}
(m + 1)[ I' (n + 1)11'

if a.p=Pp= 1,
IIH;;~I1(f, p)11 = ,< {II}

(1) -l-
(m+1)lp' (n+1)fl

j

if ap> 1 and pp< 1,

{D{ 1 +[log(n+2)r
p l

(m+ 1)11' (n+ 1)1:1' J
if r:t.p> 1 and fJp= 1,

{
II 1

o + >
(m + 1) 11' (n + 1t p J
if r:t.p> 1 and fJp>:.

The three remaining cases, ('f.p < 1 and f3p = 1, ap < 1 and f3p> 1, and
r:t.p = 1 and fJp> 1, are the symmetric counterparts of (3.4)(ii), (iv), and (v),
respectively.

The approximation rates in (3.4) are the best possible. To go into details,
denote by {).(n): n = 0, 1, ... } an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers
converging to zero.

PROPOSITION 2. There exist functions f = f~ E Lip(a, 1), 0 < a. ~ 1, such
that for all )', 6, p> 0, the estimates

cannot hold.

oLm~ 1)'" }+(CI{).(n)}

o { [log(m + 2)] I P} + rr; f A(n) ~
(m + 1)Ip [)

o Lm +\)l/p } + (f)'p(n)}

if r:t.p < 1,

if xp=L

if a.p> 1

(3.5 )
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These easily follow from the corresponding counterexamples constructed
by Leindler [2,3] in the case of one-dimensional Fourier series.

Remark 2. (i) By (3.3)-(3.5) we can see that for IEZ(rx,fJ),
IIH;:'n(f, p)11 has the same order of magnitude as Emn(f) does if
max {r:t.p, fJp} < 1, while the order of II H;;~n(f, p) II becomes worse than that
of Emn(f) if max {ap, fJp} ~ l.

(ii) A trivial consequence of (3.1) and (3.2) is that if1 E C21tx21t and
y, (j > 0, then

{
1m n }

y'I'b (I) = (SI --." " A Y- lA b - I E.k(l) .mn 4}' Ai) L. L. m~J n-k ]
1. m n j=O k=O

A comparison of Corollary 1 and [6, Theorem 3] shows that for
1 EZ(a, [3) the order of IIH~~n(f, 1)11 is not worse than that of y;:n(f)
including the cases where max {o:, {J} = 1.

However, this phenomenon is no longer true if we consider approxima
tion to the conjugate functions. For instance, for 1 E Lip(l, {J) the order
of y~~n(](l,O) is better than that of IIH;:'n(Pl,O), 1)11. (See Remark 3 in
Section 4 below.)

(iii) Similarly to the one-dimensional case, generally speaking there
is no difference between the classes Lip( rx, {J) and Z( IX, {J) as to the order of
IIH::n(f, p)ll.

4. ApPLICAnON: ApPROXIMAnON BY CONJUGATE SERIES

The following auxiliary result proved in [6] plays a key role in this
Section.

LEMMA A. If1 E Z(rx, {J) and 0 < IX, {J ~ 1, then

w- (]ll.O) J)=(Slf(j~\
.!.,x , l J'

W (](I.O) (j)=(!) {JPIog~}
2.Y' 6 '

w2.A](l,1), 6) = (!) {6~ log ~ }.

Now combining Theorem 1 and Lemma A yields the following two
corollaries.
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COROLLARY 2. Iff E Z(a, f3), IX, f3 E (0, 1], and i', 6, p > O. [!len
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If (!, { 1 ..l- _lo.=-g(_n+-=7-1 )1
(m+ 1)" (n+ 1)fJ J
if rt.p< 1 and fJp< 1,

rs {[log(m + 2)]1 P + log(n + 2)}
(m+1)lp (n+l)fJ

if ap= 1 and {3p< 1,

(f){ 1 + [10g(I1+2)]IP+1I,P}
(m+ It (ni- l)lP

if ap < 1 and {3p = 1,

{
[log(m + 2)yP [log(n + 2)]'P+ iWl

(f) + -=--=---'7---- l
(m+l)lP (n+l)i p f

if ap=fJp=1.

(4. j )

In the cases where max{ ap, f3p} > 1, we have estimates analogous to those
in (3.4)( iv), (v), and (vi). The same remark pertains to Corollary 3 below.
Furthermore, the corresponding estimates for II H :,,(po. 1i, p) II are the
symmetric counterparts of those in (4.1).

COROLLARY 3. Iff E Z(a, fJ), IX, f3 E (0, 1], and 'i', 6, P > 0, then

{
'lOg(m + 2) log(n + 2\1

e + '?
(m+1)'" (n+1)1I)

if ::t.p < 1 and fJp < 1,

{
[log(m + 2)J (p + i)'/> log(1! + 2)}

(!;' +--"--;;--
(m + 1) liP (/1 + 1)fi

if rxp= 1 and fJp< 1,

(!: {[log(m + 2)](P+ iJ'p + [log(n + 2)](P+ I1'P}
(m+1)1IP (n+1)lp

if rt.P=f3P=l.

(4.2)

Now we turn to the question of whether the approximation rates in
Corollaries 2 and 3 are the best possible. Here [J.( I!)} again means an
arbitrary sequence of positive numbers converging to zero.
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PROPOSITION 3. There exist functions f = f~ E Lip(a, 1), 0 < a ~ 1, such
that for )', (5, p > 0, the estimates

yS (1.0) _{O{(m~I)G<}+@{A(n)}
H mn(] ,p,O,O)- {[log(m+2)]liP} .

o (m+l)llp +C0{A(n)}

if ap<l,

if ap = 1

(4.3 )

cannot hold.

Furthermore, there exist functions f = fp E Lip(1, (3), 0 < {3 ~ 1, such that
for y, (5 > 0 and p;:: 1, the estimates

{

{
10g(n + 2)}

CD{A(m)}+0 ( 1)P

H;:'n(pl·°l,p,O,O)= {[l:;n+2)f}
((t~·(m)}+ 0 1

n+

cannot hold.

if fJp<l,

if p={3=1

(4.4 )

In fact, (4.3) is identical with (3.S)(i) and (ii) applied for PI.O) in place
of f, while (4.4) follows from [6, Theorem 6] via (3.1) and Holder's
inequality. In the cases where ap> 1 or (3 p > 1, we have counterexamples
analogous to those in (3.5)(iii). The same remark applies to Proposition 4
below.

The only rates in (4.1) we are unable to prove to be the best possible are
the second halves of (iii) and (iv) for O<fJ< 1 and fJp= 1.

Conjecture 1. There exist functions f = f(3 E Lip(l, {J), 0 < {J < 1, such
that for y, (5 > 0 and p = 1/{J, the estimate

HyJ(](1.0l P OO)=@{A(m)}+o{[lOg(1l+2)](P+lliP} (4.5)
mil '" (n + 1) liP

cannot hold.

Clearly, (4.5) for {3 = I coincides with (4.4 )(ii).

PROPOSITION 4. There exist functions f =f~ E Lip( IX, 1), 0 < IX < 1, such
that for y, b > 0 and 1~ p < 1/C(, the estimate

cannot hold.
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Indeed, (4.6) follows from [6, Theorem 7J via (3.1) and Holder's
inequality.

According to Proposition 4, the rates in (4.2)1 i) and in the second half
of (4.2)( ii) are the best possible. In the cases where Y.p = 1 or f3p = 1 we
formulate the following.

Conjecture 2. There exist functions f = f, E Lip(y., 1), 0 < y. ~ 1, s:.:ch
that for I"~ b > °and p = 1/y., the estimate

r[lo (m+2)]IP+ll'P)
Hi'O(j""ll,ll p °O)=o~ g r+((!f)(n)l

mn ,., l (m + 1) I P J I')

cannot hold.

Remark 3. A companson with the results of [6J shows that for
f E Lip(c<, ,8), IIH~~n(J(l·°l, 1)11 has the same order of magnitude as
Y~~nlJII.O)) only in the cases of (4.1)(i) and (iii), that is when a< 1.
Furthermore, for f E Lip(a, ,8), IIH~~n(](l·1 t, 1)il has the same order as
Y~~nC711.1)) only in the cases of (4.2 Hi) and of the second half of (4.2)( it).
that is when max {iX, ,8} < 1. Otherwise (i.e., where a = 1 or max {'X, fJ} = 1,
respectively), the order of IIH~,,(" I )11 is worse than that of Y~~Il(' j.

5. ANOTHER STRONG ApPROXIMATION OPERATOR

Analogous results can be proved for the operator

. {I m n

K:,~nCf,p,x,y)= (m+l)I'(n+l)O J~O k~O (J+lr-
l

. ) I'p

x (k+ 1)0-1 IsjJf, X, y) - f(:r, y)IPJ .
THEOREM 2. Iff E C2" x 2" and)', b, p > 0, then

{
1m II

IIK::,,(f,p)II=@ (m+lr(n+l)Oj~o k~O (J+l),-l

x(k+l)J-1 [Eik(f)yr
p

• (5.1\

This is an extension of a result of Leindler (see [2,4]) from one-dimen
sional to two-dimensional Fourier series.

On the basis of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 we can deduce consequen
ces similar to Corollaries 2-4 and the rates obtained are also the best
possible in the cases indicated in Propositions 2-4.

640611·3
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6. AUXILIARY RESULTS

We begin with a lemma of Leindler [2] for one-dimensional Fourier
series. Given an integrable function g in one variable, we denote by Sj(g, x)
the symmetric partial sums of the Fourier series of g, where j = 0, 1, ....

LEMMA B. If g E C 2n and p > 0, then

where "(I)" depends only on p.

We extend this to two-dimensional Fourier series as follows.

LEMMA 1. Iff E C2nx2n and p > 0, then

L p = L p(f, m, n)

[I{
1 m n }l/PI\

= (m+ l)(n+ 1) j~O k~O !Sjk(f, x, yW

=@{llfll}, (6.1)

where "(I)" depends only on p.

Proof Since L p is nondecreasing inp (for fixedf, m, n), we may assume
that p ~ 2. We put

1m = {u: lui::::; l/(m + I)},

and for their complements to [ - re, re]

Clm = {u: l/(m + 1) < lui::::; re},

I n = {v: Ivl::::; l/(n+ I)},

CJn = {v: l/(n+ 1)< lui ::::;re}.

We split the double integral in Representation (1.3) as follows:

Sjk(f, x, y) = :2 {t t +t fCJn + tIm t + tIm tJJ
Xf(x + u, y + V) Dj(u) Dk(u) du du. (6.2)

Denote by L11), L~2), L13l, and L14
) the corresponding quantities defined

analogously to (6.1) by substituting the subintegrals in (6.2) for Sjk(f, x, y).
For example,

[I{ 1 m n 11L1l) = ( 1)( 1) L L -d f f(x + u, y + u)
m+ n+ j~O k=O n 1m I n

X Dj(u) Dk(u) du dvlP} III
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We are going to show that the order of magnitude of each };~j ;5
6{ IIIli}. First, using the trivial inequalities

and (6.3)

we get

Second, by Fubini's theorem

Ilf
1 m fl (1 .

};(2):::; _ ID(u)i du
P (m+ l)(n+ 1) i~O k~O rr 2 Lm }

I
' I\P}lPII

x j I(x+u,y+v)Dk (I:)dv!J I'
Cl" I,

Then we apply Jensen's inequality (see, e.g., [9, Vol. L p. 24J) to the inner
integral to 0 btain

Next by (6.3)(i) and Lemma B, we can conciude that

II{
1 m (1 )P-l 1 -

};;,2) :::; -- I - f (j + 1) du - \ (j+ 1) dH
m + 1} = 0 7[. 1m j[ • 1m

1 II (1 I' 1\ P) 1 'P'Ix- I - J I(x+u, y+v)Ddv)dv)' t I
n + 1 k ~ 0 1T Cl" I J II

{
1m ) lop

:::;(i:'(IIfII} (m+ 1)p+l j~O (j+ l)P J
= C!'{ 1If1l}. (6.5)

Third, we can similarly derive that

X~31 = (i) [IIIII}. {6.61
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Fourth, using the representation

sin ju 1 .
D)u) = 2tan(l/2)u + 2" cos JU

and an analogous one for Dk( v), we can estimate as follows:

II{
1 m n (1 1 .

E~4)~ ( +1)( +1)L L "2 f J f(x+u,y+v)
m n ;=0 k=O n Clm CJ"

X i- cos ju cos kv du dvl) P} IIPII

+II{( 1~( 1) f ±(~If J f(x+u,y+v)m+ n+ j=O k=O n Clm CJ"

1 sinkv I)P}I/PII
x 2" cos ju 2tan(l/2) vdu dv

(i) Clearly,

(6.7)

E~41) ~ Ilfll. (6.8)

(ii) By Jensen's inequality,

E~42) ~ II Lm + 1~(n + 1) Jo k~O (tim ~:
xl~j' f(x+u,y+v) sinkv dvl)P}liPII

n CJ" 2tan(1/2)v

~ II.Lm + 1~(n + 1)j~O k~O (tIm ~:r- 1

X f du (~If f(x + u, Y + vj sin kv dv!)P}liPII.
Clm 2n n CJ" 2tan(1/2) v
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Since p:;: 2 we can apply the Hausdorff-Young inequality (see, e.g. [9,
Vol. II, p. 101]) to obtain

where the conjugate exponent q is defined by l!p + l!q = 1. Hence

(6.9)

(iii) Analogously,

(6.10)

(iv) Finally, applying the Hausdorff-Young inequality extended to
two-dimensional Fourier series, we find that

Ii-H) ~ II{ 1
P "'I (m + 1)(11 + 1)

xcr{f r 1/(x+u,y+vJ!'! dUdl,}P'I1
1P

I\
C/., 'CJ" /4tan(1/2J u tan(1/2)d'! J II

{
0{ II/liP} (_Tt .Tt du dv\p 'I}l_P

~ (m + l)(n + 1) 4 L(m + J) tIn + 1) U'IV'l )

= (I"'{ II/II},

in a similar manner as in the case of (ii).
Putting (6.7 )-(6.11) together yields

L:~4) = cr{ II!II}.

(6.11 )

(6.12 )

Combining (6.2), (6.4)-(6.6), and (6.12) furnishes (6.1), which was to be
proved.

The following consequence of Lemma 1 plays a key role in the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2.
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LEMMA 2. Iff E CZrrx 2rr and p > 0, then for m, n = 1, 2, ...

(6.13 )

(6.14 )

(6.15 )

and

where the "(1)"5 depend only on p.

(6.16 )

Proof Denote by t';m(f, x, y) the trigonometric polynomial of degree
~ m with respect to x and of degree ~ n with respect to y such that

Ilf(x, y) - t::m(f, x, y)11 = Emn(f)

and denote by I:;(f, m, n) the left-hand side of (6.13).
If p~ 1, then by Holder's inequality and (6.1),

L;(f, m, n)~ 22
/
p I:p(f- t';m(f), 2m -1, 2n -1)

+ I\{~n 2;~: 2:~: Itjt(j, x, y) - f(x, y)jP flPl1

{

1 2m-l 2n-l }1!P

~22/P(I){llf-t';,n(f)II}+ - L L [Ejk(f)]P
mn j~m k~n

= (I) {Emn(f) },

proving (6.13).

If °< p ~ 1, then

which implies (6.13) in the same way as above.
The proofs of (6.14 H 6.16) follow a similar pattern, so we omit them.
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7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
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The two proofs are much alike, but the proof of Theorem 2 is technically
simpler.

Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume m, n ~ 1. Otherwise, Theorem 2
reduces to the corresponding one-dimensional result. In the sequel, let q
and r be positive integers such that

and

We distinguish four cases according to }' ~ 1 or 0 < " < 1 and 0 ~ 1 or
0<0<1.

Case 1. }', 15 ~ 1. Then both (j + 1)r - 1 and (k + 1)') -1 are nondecreas
ing. An elementary estimation and Lemma 2 give that

(m + 1f" (n + l)b [K~~"Cf, p)JP
q+ I 21-1

~lsoo(f)-fIP+ I 2()'-1)1 I Isjo(f)-fI P
I~ I j~21-1

r + 1 2/- 1

+ I 2 ib
-

lli I ISok(f)-fI P

I~ I k~21-'

q + 1 r -+ 1 21 - 1 zT - 1

+ I I 21i'-1112Ib-I)7 I I ISjk(f)-fI P

I ~ I 7~ I i = 21-, k = 27- I

{

q+1 r+1 q+1 r+1 \

= (!' E~o + 2 L 2;,IEjl_l.o + 2 L 2bIE~.21_1 + 4 L L 2;12b7E'~l_'.i_l t,
1=1 1=1 I~I 7~1 J

(7.1 )

where f =/(x, y), Sjk(.f) = sjJf; x, J'), Ejk = Ejk(.f), etc.
On the other hand, using the nonincreasing property of Ejk in j and Je,

an easy calculation yields

III n

I L U+ 1F- I (k+l)b- I E:k
,~O k~O

q T

~ E~o + 2 -j L 2"1IEjl.o + 2 -(I L 2ME~.i
1=1 1=1

q r

+ 2 -i'2 -b L I rI2b7p;l.27.
1= 1 7= I

(7.2 )

Comparing the right-hand sides of (7.1) and (7.2) results in (5.1), which
was to be proved.
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Case 2. O<y, b<1. Then both U+1)y-t and (k+1)b-t are non
increasing. Similarly to (7.1), we can conclude that

(7.3 )

and similarly to (7.2),

m n 1 q 1 r

L L U+ l)y-j (k+ l)b-t Ejk~E~o +2" L 2'!'IEi;r,o+2" L 2blE~.2{
j=O k=O l~j l~l

(7.4 )

Now, it suffices to employ the monotonicity property of Ejk(f) in order to
derive (5.1) on the basis of (7.3) and (7.4).

Case 3. y~ 1 and 0 < b < 1.

Case 4. 0 < }' < 1 and b~ 1.

In the last two cases we can combine the estimation techniques applied
in Cases (i) and (ii). We do not enter into details.

Proof of Theorem 1. This goes along essentially the same lines as the
proof of Theorem 2. We have to keep in mind that for }' > -1 there exist
two positive constants K j and K 2 depending only on y such that

(m = 0,1, ... )

(see, e.g., [9, Vol. I, p. 77]).
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